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Defending the Dream Fund Announcement 

 
As the nation welcomes a new Administration and a new decade, the Defending the Dream Fund (DDF) 
has decided to suspend our grantmaking at this time. Named after the famous Langston Hughes poem, Let 
America Be America Again, which recalls our nation’s tumultuous struggle to achieve the promise of 
America, we felt that Hughes’ hopeful dream and prospect of a fair, just, inclusive and equitable country 
had been endangered by the election of the 45th President of the United States. At that time we wrote “we 
are in for the fight of our lives to defend the dreams of a more just and equitable America that is in severe 
jeopardy in our present social and political reality.” Our response was to gather whatever additional 
resources we could along with our philanthropic colleagues, and get funds out quickly to the most 
vulnerable communities that we knew were going to be targets for the new Administrations. 
  
DDF was launched in 2017 with multiple philanthropic partners and since then, we have granted almost 
$2 million in six grant cycles (two each in 2017 and 2018, one each in 2019 and 2020). In our last grants 

cycle, we awarded $495,000 to 23 organizations to carry out critically important work extending into 
2021. While we began by providing relatively small grants of $10,000 to help grassroots organization 
defend and protect their communities from the onslaught of the 45th President and others emboldened by 
his administration’s harmful policies, we gradually pivoted to providing larger grants for the past two 
years to groups who were adding more proactive strategies that integrated strategic voter engagement 
activities. 
  
We have been honored to support many grassroots organizations throughout the US who helped defend 
and protect vulnerable communities and fight for social and economic justice. DDF also adopted some 
innovative practices, such as accepting common proposals through the newly created JustFund online 
portal, allowing us to leverage at least $400,000 from other funders. We also experimented with 
streamlining proposals and reports, using audio reports and phone conversations to hear about outcomes 
and future priorities. Most importantly, we were able to learn about some impressive organizations, many 
of whom we were able to incorporate into our individual institutions’ grant portfolios. We are planning to 
produce a more detailed account of DDF’s achievements, both internal and external, and look forward to 
sharing learnings with our colleagues. Here are just a few highlights of our grantee partners’ 
accomplishments and victories: 

• Florida Rights Restoration Coalition’s campaign to restore voting rights to formerly-
incarcerated residents by passing Amendment 4 and pursuing legal battles to ensure its 
implementation (2018-2020). 

• Adhikaar, TPS Alliance’s campaign and UndocuBlack’s campaign to prevent immigrants 
holding Temporary Protected Status (TPS) from being deported, and instead winning a path to 
citizenship (2018-2020). 

• Native Organizers Alliance helping to support tribal and Native community leaders and 
organizations in nine states (AZ, MI, MN, NC, NM, NV, OK, SD, WI) to carry out increased voter 
registration, education, and mobilization of Native voters. (2019-2020). 

• Black Voters Matter Education Fund’s efforts to support grassroots-led registration, education 
and mobilization of Black voters in a number of states in the South and Midwest (2018-2020). 

  

https://2e053320-2546-4e32-b5e5-6bf576992ac3.filesusr.com/ugd/8bbca3_07f140a0efe64cb696bf2d609413d19c.pdf
https://2e053320-2546-4e32-b5e5-6bf576992ac3.filesusr.com/ugd/8bbca3_07f140a0efe64cb696bf2d609413d19c.pdf
https://floridarrc.com/
https://adhikaar.org/
https://undocublack.org/
http://nativeorganizing.org/
https://blackvotersmatterfund.org/
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DDF is very proud of the amazing accomplishments of all our grantee partners, all achieved under 
extremely challenging conditions. We realize that there remains a lot to do to revoke and repair the 
tremendous harm caused by the previous Administration’s policies and practices. However, in a way we 
feel we have achieved what we set out to do with DDF—creating a vehicle to pool resources and 
expertise, to get funds out to some of the most under-resourced and vulnerable grassroots communities in 
the country, all based on the values of trust, cooperation and a commitment to justice. And if needed, the 
Fund is easily resurrected, and able to resume grantmaking as needed. For now, we look forward to better 
days. 
  
We’d like to thank all those who helped us ensure the success of DDF – all our philanthropic partners, 
past and present, the dedicated and extremely responsive staff at JustFund and Amalgamated 
Foundations, and most of all, the many organizations who applied and worked with us. It was a privilege 
to partner with you all. 
  
If you have any questions, please contact Shona Chakravartty at shona@hillsnowdon.org. 
  
Always Forward. Forward Always. 
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